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Product Memory

What message does the product 
carry with it through time?



Product Life – People Life
 People Memory – Product Memory



The longer the Life, 
the more Memories



Life lasts Longer & Longer
Technology Changes Quicker & Quicker

Change is Faster & Faster
Products last Shorter & Shorter



Trash has an very short Life 
so it carries no Memory

Changeable Form



A Generation Clock lives for a long 
time so it carries many memories

Fixed Form



Our Project

The Home of 2015



we would like products to last longer 
(better investment)

 
but product life is getting shorter and shorter

(higher profit)

Business focuses on
 Quantity instead of Quality

(design focuses more and more on costs 
= economy instead of ecology)



Instead of Designing Trash
(Short Life Products = “Instant Trash”)

we would like to design 
products we can pass on to our children

Design for Coming Generations 
= Design for the Future



well-designed

good furniture can live for a long time, 
so it can carry many memories

fixed form

Lasting Values



well-made

a tea-set can mature and grow more 
beautiful with age

natural transformation

Graceful Aging



What is fixed, what changes 
throughout life?

What is constant in Human Life 
throughout the Ages?



What carries over from one 
phase of our lives to another?

if everything changes around us; 

if everything we own gets trashes;

how can we remember our pasts? 



places and objects
are reminders of the past

- they are our physical memory

if you see your old, dusty school books 
you remember forgotten primary school mates

if you see your old mobile phone
you remember the simple, old days



Design 
with People 

and the Future 
in Mind



for example:
transformable furniture can change form 

and follow the changes in our lives 

so it can have a long life.

Changeable Form = Designed Transformation



for example:
pet memory, generation clock, green furniture

design to last



transformation 
vs. 

stability

intelligence, flexibility, integration, 
coordination, synthesis, consistent 
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